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Abstract 
Proverbs are a collection of thoughts and ideas between different nations that are expressed in short sentences and phrases. The 
origin of many proverbs is unknown; perhaps we can’t find organic relationship between their different components or formal 
structure; but their meaning and concept is important. Since proverbs are common between people and are passed from 
generation to another or the origin of many of them is unknown, they are considered within folklore. The important note to point 
out is that the major research on proverbs is limited to collecting and comparing them between different nations. Review of 
literary texts reveals an important function and position for proverbs in these texts. Given the impact of proverbs on the audience, 
their phonetic structure, and quality of message, the literary texts have used proverbs in various ways so that we can today 
consider proverbs in importance as one of the other rhetorical elements such as simile, metaphor, allegory, and so on. Taking into 
account their function and importance, various literary genres, such as epic, lyrical, didactic, and dramatic literature have used 
proverbs in relation to the context and audience. Clearly, the lexical, phonetic, semantic structure of proverbs in epic context 
differs in lyrical context. In this research, we first discuss the importance of proverbs in rhetoric and then investigate their 
function according to the literary genre from different perspectives, like the role of audience, choice of words, and quality of 
message. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Proverbs is a set of thoughts of different nations which is indicated as short sentences and phrases. The origin of 
most of them is uncertain and today we cannot perhaps make an organic relation between its different parts or 
formal structure. But what is important; it is their meaning. A social human has not been unable to distinguish 
between good and bad and made proverbs and phrases and moral idioms base on experiences, myths and existent 
stories as to his need and condition. The first narrator of a proverbial phrases is as unknown that is narrator and 
writer of folkloric. 
Some put proverbs in folklore literature for they are common among the mass of people and is handed down from 
generation to generation or their origin of most isn’t certain. The noticeable point is that most of research which is 
done about proverbs limited to gather them up or comparing them among different nations and languages. On the 
basis of historical texts, Aristotle is the first scholar collecting aphorisms and took scientific research about it,   
unfortunately his treatise called “aphorisms” was perished. However using proverb have been common between all 
of nations especially civilized nations such as Iran and Greece. Intellectual works represent that Plato, Sophocles, 
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Homer. Ferdowsi and the others by applying proverbs in their works as a part of literature, have given worthy 
attention to them. 
The study of literature shows that proverb has important position and function in the texts. It is used proverb in 
different ways given effect of proverb on addressee, phonetic structure, being short and the explicitness of message. 
So that today we can set proverbs beside the other rhetorical elements such as simile, metaphor and allusion. 
Regarding the function and significance of proverb, in this research, while defining proverb and its features, we 
will express its position in different literary   genre as well. 
2. What is a Proverb? 
It is represented many definitions with proverb but we can consider none of them as a complete definition 
including Cuddon defining it as following: A short pithy saying which embodies a general truth. It is related in form 
and content to the maxim and the aphorism .Common to most nations and people, it is a form of expression of great 
antiquity (Cuddon, 1984, p. 537), or a proverb is a simple and concrete  saying popularly known and repeated, 
which expresses a truth, based on common sense or the practical experience of humanity. A proverb that describes a 
basic rule of conduct may also be known as a maxim. If a proverb is distinguished by particularly good phrasing, it 
may be known as an aphorism. 
A prominent proverb scholar in the United States is Wolfgang Mieder. He defines the term proverb as follows:A 
proverb is a short, generally known sentence of the folk which contains wisdom, truth, morals, and traditional views 
in a metaphorical, fixed and memorial form and which is handed down from generation to generation (Mieder, 2004, 
p. 3). Even proverbs in languages define the term 'proverb'; proverbs are wisdom
ornament of speech, for a Persian (Akbarian, in press). 
The other definition is also similar more and less to the mentioned definition. It is taken notice of proverb nature 
in the all definitions and expressed its attributes and we cannot know it a complete definition of the proverb these 
attributes are:  
1. A short   pithy   saying which embodies a general truth. 
2. It is related in form and content to the maxim and the  aphorism . 
3. Proverb based on common sense or the practical experience of humanity. 
4. Proverb is handed down from generation to generation. 
5. They are used to carry more weight in a discussion, a weak person is able to enlist the tradition 
of the ancestors to support his position, or even to argue a legal case. 
6. Unlike idioms or other formulaic types, shortened versions of the complete sentence form of 
some proverbs also are quite common (Akbarian, 2010; in press) 
It seems what is considered less with definition or explanation of the proverbs is the quality of 
message transmitting from sender to receiver or addressee, in the proverbs message should be 
transmitted to receiver without ambiguity. We can say this feature is the most prominent feature of the 
proverbs and it is the clarity of message that we can translate the proverbs of other culture according to it 
and received it without any ambiguity. 
3. Literary Genre 
and Aristotle there has been a division of the overall literary domain into three large generic classes, in terms of who 
speaks in the work: Lyric (narrated completely in the first person), epic or narrative (in which the narrator speaks in 
the first person, then lets his characters speak for themselves), it is a long narrative on a serious subject, told in a 
formal and high style and focus on a heroic or semi-divine figure. Drama ( in which the characters do all the 
talking). 
Todorov distinguished   between historical and 
theoretical genres, theoretical genres come from the public literary theory but historical genres are the outcomes of 
irm from literary genres i.e. 
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poem, epic and drama to a general theory means imitation theory. (Shamisa, 1993, p.286) Discussion about literary 
genres is however vary extensive some believed that it is fixed and other added it another genres. Northrop Frye 
(1990 ,for example, believed in four literary genres of dramatic, satiric epic and lyric and related each to one of the 
seasons(Shamisa, 1997: p.30) or Bakhtin knows the genres as social elements (Makaryk, 1993, p.397) and divides 
them to primary and secondary genres (Duff, 2000, pp. 82-97). The other genres such as novel and biography was 
added to old genres. 
4. Literary   Genres, Addressee and Proverbs 
It seems one of the main element of any text is addressee and assumption of any discourse without addressee, 
are aimed at him/her, has firm effort on discourse and he is who determines the semantic ground of discourse and 
the way of its expression as 
language is its communicative function, while this will be implemented that a message arrives from a sender to 
receiver and receiver can react as to demand of gender. Such message should have no ambiguity and complexity. As 
it was already pointed, further shortness and taking note of text, proverb should be without ambiguity as according 
to communicative pattern if it lacks such features, will lose its function. When we believe that one of features of 
proverb is hanging it down from generation to generation, we have emphasized just the very feature means being 
clear message between sender and receiver, as the explicitness of message is such clear that the past of time and 
changing context cannot also alter such explicitness. 
4.1. Epic literature 
Among language features with epic that it should have high style and form and far from ordinary 
use to 
lessen the ground of proverb application. Furthermore if epic text is versified, the limitation of meter   
and   rhyme  will  add and makes difficult proverb application, in addition, in epic the quality of 
narration has priority over any other things, maybe it is for this reason that in epic texts including 
 the famous epic poetry of Iranians, after an event, the poet 
changes the discourse and speaking with addressee in warning or advising from to the event has repeated 
applies poetic speech for more effect which has a proverb in itself or it has been turned into proverb for 
content. When we face with such verses, will final that the language of text has become very simple and 
understandable and here there are not features like the word being sonorous. Fereydoon the known 
Iranian king, for example, advises his children: 
- Whatever   you plant will harvest the same.(Mansur, 1993, p.43). 
- Like  this English proverb:  as you sow, so shall you reap.  
 
Other examples: 
- Experience causes boldness (p.100). 
-  
- Wise consider the end of things (p.158). 
- Demanding something that is impossible to provide it (p.238) 
- Nobody has reported on tom  This one is like this 
 
- If you hurt someone, wait to be hurt, exchange is on robbery (p.290). (Mansur, 1993 ). 
 
As it was pointed while we cannot mention all proverbs and many important cases, mainly at the end 
of a part of epic that poet has changed the structure of discourse and put aside story and met with 
addressee and he wants to represent the outcome of the mentioned story as an advice and his discourse 
effect be more and it be short and comprehensible for the public he uses proverb. 
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4.2. Lyric literature 
If in epic literary genre poet streets to national issues and super  personal, lyric literature or lyric 
poem includes more personal emotions of poet. Lyric poem in west literature is associated with picture 
of retiring poet who reads poems to express his deepest emotions in his solitude by playing harp 
(Payandeh, 2010: p.42) being short, musical and including personal emotions and less attention to 
images, are main features of this genre. Lyric 
addressee for himself (
l emotion of teller. There are however 
 
. This example is like this English proverb: a 
friend in need is a friend indeed. Orwhen the value of friend is known that you are far from him like a 
fish that when it becomes far from water finds its value.(p.14) 
 
Other examples are: 
Speaking about lover is more interesting than all speeches (p.97). The value of human is for his soul and 
wisdom and beautiful clothe p.953). This proverb is like this English 
 
A heart that fall in love with someone is like an arrow which is released from a bow (p.64). 
Human certainly get to calm after hardship, but one should waits (p.405) This is similar to this English 
proverb: all things come to he who waits. 
The appearance of human is a sign of his interior. (p.455) 
Our speech ended but the topic we spoke about it is continuing (Sa'adi,1991, p. 852). 
Such samples  is seen a lot in lyric works that expressing all of them is not possible, but remarkably 
such proverbs in these works is mainly associated with topic of love, tolerance of love, separation and 
difficulties of this way. Such proverbs while are many but because they are entered in language from the 
area of literary texts, inclusion of their addressees is less than other proverbs and it seems have more 
application among the elevated. Artistic and literary structure and rhythmic of such proverbs show any 
of this genre. They hand down from a generation to generation and being common among all. But they 
have the rest of features such as being short including didactic teachings. 
4.3. Didactic literature  
It used for works of literature which are written to talk about a branch of theoretical or practical 
knowledge. Didactic literature contains any teaching whether religious, moral, scientific teachings or 
even farming teaching. Even some literary genres such as allegorical and dramatic literature is 
considered in didactic literature; for this, it has had many addressees. On the other hand as it is clear 
significance of teaching in this literary genre, cause  the discourse should have some features: 
1. It should lake ambiguity. 
2.  
3. It  should be short as it is possible. 
4. Phonetic structure of discourse should be so thatfurther efficacy has similar phonetic structure.  
 
emphasize on motif, attempts the speech have had the mentioned features. It seems one of cases that can 
help much to communicate motif of didactic works and make it effective from the mentioned features, is 
using proverbs. As though the authors of didactic works have been aware of significance of this case, for 
it is seem many proverbs in these works or most of sentences of didactic works for observance of the 
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features  that is mentioned about proverbs, turned into proverb and are circulating among societies, 
cultures and generations. We can see many of them in the works of different nations including in 
masterpieces of Pe hira
which have been proverbs or turned in to proverb: having 
sense seeing has preference much for hearing.(Rumi, 1996, p.1121).Somebody who seeks something 
will find it certainly (Rumi, 1994, p. 1121). 
As it was pointed didactic works of S
sentences that they today turned into proverbs. Perhaps we can find less a work that its structure could be 
effective so as it 
Or on any case first think about words, then tell it (p.56). And greatness among people is amounting to 
wisdom not longevity, someone is great that is wiser (p.70). No gain without pain/No pain, no 
gain(p.125).Out of the frying pan (and) into the fire(1991: p.746). Or when the value of healthiness 
appears that is lost and put hardship in his place (p. 65). Only he knows the worth of healthiness who has 
 
 
Such exampled are seen in didactic works of different nations including Persian works that here there is not 
opportunity for treating and mentioning all of them, but a noticeable point that we can say is that didactic works 
particularly the works which have treated to social issued, attend so much  to application of proverb. Among the 
new literary genres with classic literary genres, novel and short story could use proverb more than other literary 
genres, we can say two features of   being, written in prose and attending to social issues have provided this ground 
for the both literary genres. For example Mohammed Ali Jamalzadeh  the father of modern Persian story  
writing is full of different proverbs. 
 
5. Conclusion  
Proverbs for being concise, having explicit message, being instructive and affecting addressee have been applied 
since long among different generations. Literary genres including epic, lyric literature and didactic literature also 
benefited from proverbs in various forms. but in epic literature for its topic and meter benefits from proverbs more at 
the end of story are when compiler or author wants to emphasize on addressee and advice. 
In lyric literature since we can face up more to personal emotions of poet it is seem less proverb and proverbs 
mainly refer to personal issues like love and separation. But didactic literature specially if it have social aspect, is 
the place of appearance of proverbs types with different themes and observance of all features of a proverb, so 
didactic literature for application of proverb is comparable none of the both epic and lyric. In the new literary 
genres, short story and novel for more attention to social issues and being written in prose, are the places of proverbs 
appearances. 
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